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SNIA AND HCLT RELEASE SMI-S TEST SUITE
FOR NEW CONFORMANCE TESTING PROGRAM
Testing Program Ensures SMI-S Delivers Significant Benefits to Vendors and
End Users

New Delhi, April 28, 2004 — HCL Technologies (HCLT), a leading global IT solutions
provider, today announced that the Storage Management Initiative-Specification (SMI-S)
Test Suite developed for the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) has been
successfully deployed.
The SMI-S Test Suite forms a component of the SNIA Conformance Testing Program
(SNIA-CTP) and has achieved production status providing a uniform mechanism for
storage vendors to verify conformance of their products with SMI specifications. The
SNIA SMI-S Test Suite includes tests for 4 profiles, namely, Server, Array, Switch and
Fabric profiles, 10 sub-profiles and 31 recipe tests for these profiles and sub-profiles.
With the unprecedented participation of the industry making SMI-S a success, the SNIA
plans to significantly enhance the Test Suite leading to SNIA-CTP 1.0.2. The
enhancements include 4 new profiles (FC HBA, In Band Virtualization, Router and
Storage Library) and 10 new subprofiles.
“The deployment of a uniform test suite for SMI-S strengthens the SNIA-CTP. Having the
testing program solidified and products passing for conformance, is really a breakthrough
moment for the SNIA, storage industry, and end users,” said Ed von Adelung, SNIA
Interoperability Committee Chair and Member, SNIA Board of Directors. “We are
confident that with continued support from all, and HCLT’s collaboration, the testing
program will be a success.”
Commenting on the successful launch of the SNIA-CTP, S. Raman, COO and President,
HCLT said, “It is heartening to see the storage management initiative of the SNIA getting
unparalleled industry support. HCLT is proud to be associated with the SNIA in this
endeavor, and will continue its commitment towards the SNIA’s initiatives towards open
standards based solutions that ensure protection of investments made by end users in
storage solutions over time.”
The SNIA selected HCLT for its expertise in developing effective solutions for storage
vendors and its successful history in developing reusable software components in Fibre
Channel and iSCSI areas. HCLT has been involved in the development of the SMI-S test
suite since the program initiation in February 2003 and has taken the lead in developing
CIM, WBEM and iSCSI based management solutions.

The development of the SMI Test Suite posed many challenges including the evolving
SMI-S, test specifications, provider development, and changing Profile XML files, and
schema (MOF). To keep the momentum of the initiative, SNIA and HCLT demonstrated
the proof-of-concept at SNW Spring 2003 and the beta phase at SNW Fall 2003.
About HCL Technologies
HCL Technologies is one of India’s leading global IT services and product engineering companies,
providing value-added, software-led IT solutions and services to large and medium-scale
organisations. Founded in 1991, HCL Technologies focuses on technology as well as R&D
outsourcing, with the objective of working with clients in areas at the core of their business. HCL
Technologies delivers these services through an extensive offshore software development
infrastructure and a vast global marketing network that enables scalable, flexible and cost-effective
delivery. As of 31 March 2004, HCL Technologies Limited, along with its subsidiaries, had 14,783
employees. The HCL Technologies team today has operations spanning 26 locations in 14 countries
— covering over 80% of the world IT market. Together with its knowledge of embedded systems,
core technologies and application development expertise, HCL Technologies is positioned, as a
composite solutions provider equipped to cater to the entire gamut of IT needs. For more
information, visit HCL Technologies at www.hcltech.com.
HCL Technologies is an Associate Member of the SNIA and participates in working groups of SNIA
and IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). For more information, visit the HCLT website at
www.hcltech.com/san or write to sanopera@hcltech.com.

Disclaimer
Certain statements in this release are forward-looking statements, which involve a number of risks,
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in such forwardlooking statements. The risks and uncertainties relating to these statements include, but are not
limited to, risks and uncertainties regarding fluctuations in earnings, our ability to manage growth,
intense competition in IT services including those factors which may affect our cost advantage,
wage increases in India, our ability to attract and retain highly skilled professionals, time and cost
overruns on fixed-price, fixed-time frame contracts, client concentration, restrictions on
immigration, our ability to manage our international operations, reduced demand for technology in
our key focus areas, disruptions in telecommunication networks, our ability to successfully
complete and integrate potential acquisitions, liability for damages on our service contracts, the
success of the companies/ entities in which we have made strategic investments, withdrawal of
governmental fiscal incentives, political instability, legal restrictions on raising capital or acquiring
companies outside India, and unauthorized use of our intellectual property and general economic
conditions affecting our industry. The company does not undertake to update any forward-looking
statement that may be made from time to time by or on behalf of the company.
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